CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

4.1. Conclusion

Extrovert is a kind of personality that tends to love an interactive environment. Based on some experts the extrovert people quite enthusiastic about new things and happy to hang out. The writer can conclude that the main character tends to be more active in doing activities such as chatting with friends, superior in speech and easy to adapt.

In this movie the writer had analyzed the signs and causes of extroverts in Alexa’s case her extrovert personality she got from birth, because since childhood it has appeared in her. Coupled with the trauma of a separation between his parents that causes Alexa to prefer to play out rather than stay home. Alexa's character is more of a priority in friendship, and she is always a leader in every her friendship, by way of more active communication and behavior.

The writer get data about extrovert personality in RealityHigh movie directed by Fernando Lebrija, the writer get several data related to sign of extrovert, refering in previous analysis the writer find seven signs of Extrovert in Alexa Madina character. First, her attention fixed on the world outside herself supported by one data, second is get energy through other people supported by one data, third tends to communicate by means of oral supported by one data, fourth interest has spread, fifth expressive and easy to adapt to the new environment, sixth friendly not awkward, seventh easy to talk and expresses feelings.
After knowing the signs of extrovert personality, the writer try to find the causes of extrovert personality, based some expert the writer gets data about the causes of extrovert personality is from nurture, it is supported by one data.

4.2. Suggestions

The writer has a few suggestions for other researchers that want to analyze movie: The first thing to do is finding a specific topic to discuss. Try to look for the topic before the period of final assignment begin, so there will be plenty of time to decide the topic. Good topic will make it easier to find the right movie. If both the topic and the movie are fixed, then immediately develop the topic into a title and statement of problems and confirmed it to the advisor. In reality, there are many case where the advisor declined the title because it was already taken by another student so do not waste time.

Sometimes the process of relating the scenes from the movie with the theories and combining them to become an explanation can be quite difficult, so make sure to re-watch the movie and re-read the theories over and over to understand more before combining them into an explanation.

In analyzing a film requires a strong concentration, to process and to obtain information in every scene of the film. To get started, the authors suggest to watch the movie first and better watch it repeatedly in order to get information of the nature of the main characters.

It is advisable to be able to understand the story in every movie scene, of course the current movie that we know duration long enough, so it is better to repeat the movie if there is a scene that is not clear or understandable.